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Abstract
We study the selective learning problem introduced by [QV19], in which the learner observes
n labeled data points one at a time. At a time of its choosing, the learner selects a window
length w and a model `ˆ from the model class L, and then labels the next w data points using
ˆ The excess risk incurred by the learner is defined as the difference between the average loss
`.
of `ˆ over those w data points and the smallest possible average loss among all models in L over
those w data points.
We give an improved algorithm, termed the hybrid exponential weights algorithm, that
achieves an expected excess risk of O((log log |L| + log log n)/ log n). This result gives
p a doubly
exponential improvement in the dependence on |L| over the best known bound of O( |L|/ log n).
We complement the positive result with an almost matching lower bound, which suggests the
worst-case optimality of the algorithm.
We also study a more restrictive family of learning algorithms that are bounded-recall in the
sense that when a prediction window of length w is chosen, the learner’s decision only depends on
the most recent w data points. We analyze an exponential weights variantpof the ERM algorithm
in [QV19]. This new algorithm achieves an expected excess risk of O( log |L|/ log n), which
is shown to be nearly optimal among all bounded-recall learners. Our analysis builds on a
generalized version of the selective mean prediction problem in [Dru13, QV19], which may be
of independent interest.
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Introduction

We consider learning in an online setting: a sequence of labeled data points becomes available in an
online fashion, and the learner is asked to choose a model from a given model class F (e.g., the set
of linear models, or neural networks of a certain architecture) to label the unseen data points. If
the data are identically and independently distributed, the problem is equivalent to the supervised
learning setting. However, this i.i.d. assumption rarely holds in practice due to possible shifts in
the data distribution or even malicious data corruption.
In online learning theory, this non-i.i.d. feature of the problem is typically modeled by allowing
the data sequence to be arbitrary, and then evaluating the learning performance by comparing
∗
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it to the best fixed model in the model class F for the whole data sequence. In many of these
formulations, the learner is required to predict a label for every single data point.
In this work, we study the online learning setting from a different angle, termed selective learning, that allows the learner to choose an arbitrary window of the data sequence to make its prediction. The learner observes the data points one at a time, and at a time of its choosing, it selects a
window length w and a certain model fˆ ∈ F, and then predicts that fˆ is a good model for the next
w unseen data points. The learner is evaluated in terms of the excess risk, i.e., the gap between the
average loss of fˆ on the w data points and the smallest possible loss among all the models in F on
those w data points. Importantly, the benchmark to which we compare the learner’s performance
is the best model for the specific prediction window, rather than the best one for the whole data
sequence (as in the usual definition of regret in online learning).
This selective learning setting models many high-stakes decision making scenarios where one
can freely decide when to deploy a certain model, but after that the switching cost is prohibitively
high; once a decision is made, the learner has to commit to the chosen model throughout the
prediction window. This is in the same spirit as the work on bandit problems with switching costs
(see e.g. [AHT88, Jun04, CBDS13] and the references therein), where the agent is charged a cost
whenever it changes its action. In addition, deploying the same model over the chosen prediction
window can be more desirable when interpretability is important: if F is a family of decision trees,
the predictions made by each single decision tree in F can be easily interpreted, whereas frequently
switching between multiple trees is much less transparent.
Similarly to the usual online learning setting, no distributional assumptions are made on the
data sequence—the data points and their labels can be adversarially chosen, as long as they are not
adaptive to the learner’s actual prediction. Although this setting might seem too general for any
non-trivial learning guarantees to exist, perhaps surprisingly, the main results of [Dru13, QV19]
show that the prediction counterpart of this problem can be accurately done; we discuss their
results in more detail in Section 1.3.
The intuition behind the positive results in [Dru13, QV19] is the Ramsey theoretic observation
that any sufficiently long sequence of bounded numbers must exhibit a certain level of “structure”
at some timescale. Specifically, there must be some timescale at which the moving averages do not
vary too wildly. Our work can be viewed as analyzing the analogous question in higher dimension,
where we ask the extent to which every high-dimensional sequence must exhibit some type of
structure at some timescale, and the type of structure in question is mediated by the model family,
F.

1.1

Problem Setting

Let X and Y denote the instance space and the label space, and define Z = X × Y as the space of
labeled data. The model class F is a family of functions (also called models) that map X to Y. A
bounded loss function ` : Y × Y → [0, 1] is specified, such that `(ŷ, y) is the loss for predicting label
ŷ on an instance with true label y. Given the loss function `, it is convenient to view the model class
F as a family L of functions mapping labeled data to losses: each model fi ∈ F corresponds to a
function `i : Z → [0, 1] defined as `i (x, y) = `(fi (x), y). Thus, we will use F and L interchangeably
to denote the model class in the following.
We formally define the selective learning problem over model class L as follows.
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Problem 1 (Selective Learning). A labeled data sequence z ∈ Z n of length n is chosen at the
beginning. The learner observes z1 , z2 , . . . , zn one by one. At any time step t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1},
after seeing the first t data points, the learner can specify a window length w ∈ [n − t] and a
modelP`ˆ ∈ L. The learning procedure
then terminates, and the excess risk of the learner is defined
w ˆ
1
1 Pw
as w i=1 `(zt+i ) − inf `∈L w i=1 `(zt+i ). The learner must make one such action (specifying a
window length and a model) before all the n data points are revealed.
The above setting is analogous to the selective prediction model studied by [Dru13, QV19],
where a predictor predicts certain pre-specified statistics of the unseen data. This selective learning
setting was also informally introduced in [QV19], termed the problem of fitting future data.
Remark 1 (Comparison to online learning). While the definition of Problem 1 closely resembles
that of the “experts problem” in online learning (see e.g. [LW89, CBFH+ 97, CBL06]), we highlight
two important differences: (1) In online learning, the predictor is required to predict at every single
time step. In contrast, the learner in our setting is selective in the sense that it makes only one
prediction, which could span any window of its choice; (2) In the experts problem, the performance
of the learner is compared to the best expert for the whole sequence in hindsight, while in our setting,
the “benchmark” is the best model for the specific window.
More recently, the notion of “adaptive regret” has been studied in the online learning literature [HS09, AKCV16]. The adaptive regret of the learner is defined as the maximum regret that
it incurs among all contiguous sub-intervals of the time horizon. The selective learning setting
is similar to the adaptive regret formulation in that both evaluate the learner based on the best
expert/action for each specific interval; however, the selective learning setting only considers the
interval chosen by the learner, while the work on adaptive regret typically requires the learner to
act at every step. Thus, the results in the two settings are qualitatively different and incomparable.
We consider the following two families of selective learning algorithms, non-adaptive learners and
bounded-recall learners, which choose the prediction windows and the models in a more restrictive
way and thus allow simpler analyses.
Definition 2 (Non-Adaptive and Bounded-Recall Learners). A selective learning algorithm is nonadaptive if it decides the prediction window before seeing the data sequence. Furthermore, an
algorithm is bounded-recall if it is non-adaptive and, whenever it chooses a prediction window
t + 1, t + 2, . . . , t + w, it ignores all but the w data points zt−w+1 , zt−w+2 , . . . , zt immediately before
the window.
The new algorithms in this paper are all non-adaptive; as we show, the performance of one
of these non-adaptive learners is comparable to that of the best adaptive one for a wide range
of parameters. The bounded-recall property, on the other hand, turns out to be a much more
stringent constraint on the learner that leads to an exponential increase in the optimal dependence
on |L|. We also note that all the selective prediction algorithms studied by [Dru13, QV19] are both
non-adaptive and bounded-recall.
The bounded-recall algorithms are similar to the “bounded-recall strategies” in repeated games
that choose the action in the current round based on a bounded number of the most recent
rounds [Leh88]. In the context of selective learning, these bounded-recall learners are memoryefficient in the sense they only need to store as many data points as the length of the prediction
window.
The following prediction problem generalizes the selective prediction setting to higher dimensions and more general loss functions, and will be useful for our analysis of selective learning.
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Problem 2 (Generalized Mean Prediction). Let S ⊆ Rd be a convex set and D : S × S → R. A
sequence x ∈ S n of length n is chosen at the beginning. The predictor observes x1 , x2 , . . . , xn one
by one. At any time step t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, after seeing the first t entries of x, the predictor may
choose a window length w ∈ [n − t] and predict the average of xt+1 , . . . , xt+w . Once a prediction
is made,
P the procedure terminates immediately. If the prediction is x̂ and the actual average is
x̄ = w1 w
i=1 xt+i , the predictor incurs a loss of D(x̂, x̄).
Recall that for a differentiable convex function f , the Bregman divergence Df is defined as
Df (x, y) = f (x) − f (y) − ∇f (y)> (x − y) and is non-negative. In the analysis of selective learning
algorithms, the excess risk turns out to be closely related to the Bregman loss defined by a convex
function over R|L| , where each coordinate corresponds to one model in L. Thus, we will focus on
the case that the loss function D is defined by a Bregman divergence: for differentiable and convex
f : S → R, we define the f -loss as D(x̂, x̄) := Df (x̂, x̄) + Df (x̄, x̂).
Example 3. For S = [0, 1] and f (x) = 21 x2 , Problem 2 with f -loss is exactly the mean estimation
problem with squared loss studied by [Dru13, QV19].

1.2

Overview of Results

Tight bounds for selective learning.
optimal excess risk in selective learning.

Our main result is the following upper bound on the

Theorem 1. There exists a selective learning algorithm
 that, on modelclass L and an arbitrary
log n
sequence of n data points, achieves an excess risk of O log log |L|+log
in expectation.
log n
We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2 using a new algorithm termed the hybrid exponential weights.
This algorithm is non-adaptive but not bounded-recall in the sense of Definition 2. The key idea
behind the algorithm is to apply the classic exponential weights algorithm to a hypothetical instance
of the experts problem, in which every single time step corresponds to a carefully chosen block of
data points.
Theorem 1 resolves the open problem raised by [QV19] regarding whether an excess risk of
polylog(|L|)/ polylog(n) can be achieved. In fact, the theorem gives a much better log log |L|
dependence, which might be surprising considering that the learning error bounds in many learning
settings (e.g., PAC learning and online learning) are polynomial in log |L|, and log |L| can be
naturally interpreted as the “dimension” of the model class. In Section 1.4, we highlight a few
other contrasts between the results in selective learning and PAC learning.
We complement Theorem 1 with a lower bound result showing that an Ω(log log |L|/ log n)
excess risk is unavoidable when either of the following two holds: (1) the learner is non-adaptive in
the sense of Definition 2, i.e., it chooses the prediction window independently of the data sequence;
or (2) |L| is large compared to n.
Theorem 2. For n ≥ 1, m ≥ 2 and any selective learning algorithm, suppose that either (1) the
algorithm is non-adaptive or (2) m ≥ nω(log log n) . Then, there exists a selective learning instance
with
length n such that the expected excess risk of the algorithm is at least
 |L|n= m and sequence
o
log log |L|
Ω min
.
log n , 1
We defer the proof of Theorem 2 to Appendix A. The first case of the theorem is proved by
n
constructing loglog
log |L| hard instances such that for each instance, when the window length chosen
4

n
by the learner falls into a certain interval, the expected excess risk is Ω(1). Moreover, the loglog
log |L|
intervals forma partition
 of [1, n]. Since the window length has to fall into one of these intervals with
log log |L|
probability Ω
, the lower bound would follow from the non-adaptivity of the learner. The
log n
proof of the second case is more technical and builds on the construction in [QV19] of a distribution
over sequences that exhibits a significant amount of anti-concentration at every timescale. We
analyze the selective learning instance defined by drawing m = |L| independent sequences from the
above distribution, and setting the loss of the i-th model on z1 , z2 , . . . , zn to be exactly the i-th
sequence.

A near-optimal bounded-recall algorithm. [QV19] proposed an empirical risk minimization
p
(ERM) algorithm for selective learning and proved a weaker excess risk bound of O( |L|/ log n).
The ERM algorithm picks a random prediction window appropriately, and then chooses the model
with the best performance on the interval immediately before the prediction window. Unfortunately,
this poly(|L|) dependence is shown to be tight for ERM: there exists a family of instances where
|L| = Θ(log n) and ERM incurs a constant excess risk. Roughly speaking, this is because ERM
is too sensitive to small differences between the models, and thus can be tricked by the adversary
into incurring a high excess risk.
Given the success of exponential weights in proving Theorem 1, it is natural to ask whether a
lower excess risk can be achieved using a “soft” version of ERM. This variant is termed the boundedrecall exponential weights algorithm1 and formally defined as Algorithm 1. The key change is that
the decision rule of the algorithm is much smoother than that of ERM: instead of choosing the
model that exactly minimizes the “empirical” risk, the algorithm randomly draws a model with
probability exponential in the negative empirical risk. In the following, U(S) denotes the uniform
distribution over a finite set S.
Algorithm 1: Bounded-Recall Exponential Weights
Input: Model class L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `|L| } and online access to data sequence z ∈ Z n .
Parameter α > 0.
1 k ← blog2 nc; Draw k 0 ∼ U([k]);
0
0
0
0
2 Draw t ∼ U({0, 2k , 2 · 2k , 3 · 2k , . . . , 2k − 2k });
3 Observe z1 , z2 , . . . , zt+2k0 −1 ;
0
1 P2k −1
4 for i = 1, 2, . . . , |L| do ui ← k0 −1
`i (zt+i ) ;
i=1
2
5 Draw î ∈ [|L|] randomly with probability proportional to exp(−αui );
6 Output model `î for interval zt+2k0 −1 +1 , . . . , zt+2k0 ;
The following theorem states that this simple change in the decision rule indeed improves the
dependence on |L| from poly(|L|) to polylog(|L|). We prove Theorem 3 in Section 3.
Theorem 3. On model class L and an arbitrary sequence of n data points, Algorithm 1 with
q
p
log |L|
parameter α = Θ( log n · log |L|) achieves an excess risk of O
in expectation.
log n
Although the excess risk of the above bounded-recall algorithm is exponentially suboptimal
compared to Theorem 1, it turns out to be nearly optimal (up to a square root) among all boundedrecall algorithms. In other words, to achieve the optimal rate in Theorem 1, it is critical that the
1

The algorithm is indeed a bounded-recall learner in the sense of Definition 2.
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algorithm considers substantially more data points than the prediction window length w. The proof
of the following theorem is deferred to Appendix B.
Theorem 4. For any n ≥ 1, m ≥ 2 and any bounded-recall algorithm, there is an instance of
selective learning with |L| =n m and o
sequence length n such that the expected excess risk of the
log |L|
algorithm is at least Ω min log n , 1 .
Generalized mean prediction. Our analysis of Algorithm 1 builds on a new result for the
generalized mean prediction setting, which is based on the following definition of boundedness and
self-concordance.
Definition 4. Function f : S → R is C0 -bounded if supx∈S f (x) − inf x∈S f (x) ≤ C0 .
Definition 5. Convex function f : S → R is C1 -self-concordant if f is three-times differentiable
and the following holds for any x, y ∈ S: Let g : [0, 1] → R be the restriction of f to the line segment
between x and y, i.e., g(t) := f (x + t(y − x)). Then, |g 000 (t)| ≤ C1 g 00 (t) for any t ∈ [0, 1].
Definition 5 differs from the usual definition of self-concordant functions (e.g., in [BV04]) in that
the exponent on the second derivative is 1 instead of 23 , and that our definition allows a general
coefficient C1 . This makes the definition susceptible to affine transformations of the domain of
f , i.e., scaling S changes the parameter C1 . A similar definition of self-concordance was used
by [TDLC15] to analyze the convergence of gradient descent in convex optimization.
The algorithm that we analyze for generalized mean prediction is the same as the one in [Dru13,
QV19], which randomly chooses a timescale and a prediction window of that scale, and then makes
a prediction based on the data points immediately before the prediction window. We formally state
the algorithm as follows. Recall that U(S) denotes the uniform distribution over a finite set S.
Algorithm 2: Generalized Mean Prediction
Input: Online access to sequence x ∈ S n .
1 k ← blog2 nc; Draw k 0 ∼ U([k]);
0
0
0
0
2 Draw t ∼ U({0, 2k , 2 · 2k , 3 · 2k , . . . , 2k − 2k });
3 Observe x1 , x2 , . . . , xt+2k0 −1 ;
0
1 P2k −1
4 x̂ ← k0 −1
i=1 xt+i ;
2
5 Predict that the average of xt+2k0 −1 +1 , . . . , xt+2k0 equals x̂;
Theorem 5. For any convex set S ⊆ Rd and convex function f : S → R
 that is C0 -bounded and
C0 (C1 +1)
C1 -self-concordant, Algorithm 2 incurs an expected f -loss of O
.
log n
We prove Theorem 5 in Appendix C using an induction similar to the analyses in [Dru13, QV19].
We emphasize that Theorem 5 applies to any data sequence x, which might be chosen adversarially
against the prediction algorithm. Specifically, the theorem makes no distributional assumptions on
the data, and the expectation is only over the randomness in the algorithm. Thus, this result is of
the same flavor as those in prior work on selective prediction.
Example 6. In the setting of Example 3, since f (x) = 21 x2 is 21 -bounded and 0-self-concordant
on S = [0, 1], applying Theorem 5 recovers the O log1 n upper bound for predicting the arithmetic
mean of a bounded number sequence.
6

1.3

Related Work

Most closely related to our work is the selective prediction setting studied by [Dru13, QV19]. The
setting models the prediction of certain statistics of the unseen data points in a data stream, rather
than finding the best model that fits the unseen data. Specifically, [Dru13] proved that given online
access to an arbitrary binary sequence of length n, there is a predictor that selectively chooses a
prediction window and predicts the average of the numbers in that window up to a squared error of
O(1/ log n) in expectation. [QV19] proved that this error is optimal up to constant factors, and also
extended this positive result to more general functions beyond the arithmetic mean. The selective
learning setting was first studied by [QV19] as an extension of selective prediction.
They proved
p
that an algorithm based on empirical risk minimization (ERM) achieves an O( |L|/ log n) excess
risk in expectation, and posed an open question regarding whether the dependence on |L| could be
further improved.
The exponential weights algorithm for the experts problem is due to [LW89] and [Vov90], and
the idea has been extensively explored and generalized in subsequent work on online learning, e.g.,
[Fre96, FS99]. The new algorithms proposed in this work differ from previous ones in that they
disregard the data that are too far away from the prediction window, and compute the weights
only with respect to the most recent data points at a similar timescale.
Our work is part of a broader endeavor to understand the extent to which a learner could
extract a non-trivial amount of information from non-i.i.d. and even worst-case data. This line
of research dates back to at least the 1960s in the statistics literature. Early work along this line
studied the possibility of being robust to a small amount of adversarial corruption under different
contamination models and for various problems in estimation [H+ 64] and learning [Val85, KL93].
There has been significant recent progress understanding the computational tractability of such
robust estimation and learning problems; see e.g. [DKK+ 16, LRV16, CSV17, DKK+ 18, DGT19]
and the references therein. Note that in many of these works, the majority of the data are still
assumed to be drawn i.i.d. from the underlying distribution, while the remainder could be arbitrary
and adversarial.
Another strand of literature focuses on time series data that come from processes with certain
mixing properties. [ND93, Yu94] studied the uniform convergence property when the data sequence,
though being dependent, comes from a stationary mixing process. [AD12] studied the generalization
guarantee of online learning algorithms trained on a data sequence generated by a mixing ergodic
process.
The recent work of [CVV20] introduced a framework for learning from worst-case data with
only the knowledge of the process of partitioning n data points into a training set and a test set.
This framework incorporates the positive results on selective prediction as a special case, where the
partition follows a chronological constraint. The authors provided an algorithm that computes a
near-optimal prediction scheme that matches the optimal error up to a constant factor. Another
recent work of [DDDJ19] studied the problem of learning from weakly dependent data that satisfy
Dobrushin’s condition, and proved that the learning guarantees only degrade slightly compared to
the i.i.d. setting.

1.4

Discussion

Further open problems. One of the most obvious problems that we leave open is to close the
gap between the bounds in Theorems 1 and 2. One possible starting point is the case that |L| = 2,
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in which case Theorem 1 gives an upper bound of O( logloglogn n ); if the learner can be adaptive, the
current lower bound is vacuous since |L| ≥ nω(log log n) does not hold. Even if we restrict ourselves
to non-adaptive algorithms, there is still a log log n multiplicative gap between O( logloglogn n ) and the
Ω( log1 n ) lower bound.
One aspect of selective learning that is not addressed by this work is its computational complexity. When the model class is exponentially large in n, straightforward implementations of
Algorithms 1 and 3 are computationally costly. Nevertheless, since both algorithms are based on
exponential weights, they can be efficiently implemented as long as it is possible to efficiently sample from class L (according to the distribution defined by the data points). This efficient sampling
is possible if L has certain structure, for example: (1) if L can be decomposed into the “product”
of smaller concept classes; or (2) if L = {`w : w ∈ W} can be parametrized such that for every data
point z, the loss `w (z) is convex in the parameter w (e.g., linear regression under quadratic loss).
Even if no efficient sampling algorithms are unknown for class L, it might still be possible to
achieve a small excess risk that is comparable to Algorithm 3 using a different algorithm that admits
efficient implementations. We leave the exploration of this possibility as a direction for future work.
Cardinality vs VC dimension. In learning theory, many positive results that hold for finite
model classes can be extended to the infinite case, with the log |L| term in the sample complexity
replaced by certain complexity measure of the class, e.g., the VC dimension [VC71]. Given Theorem 1, it is natural to ask whether the log log |L| term can be replaced by log d in general, where d is
the VC dimension of L. More formally, we consider the binary classification case where Y = {0, 1}
log d
and `(ŷ, y) = I [ŷ 6= y] is the binary loss, and ask whether the optimal excess risk scales as log
n.
It turns out that this is not the case: there exist model classes with a constant VC dimension
that cannot be selectively learned to a sub-constant excess risk for arbitrarily large n. Formally,
we prove the following proposition in Appendix D.2:
Proposition 7. There exists a model class F of VC dimension 1 such that for any sequence length
n, no learning algorithm could achieve an excess risk smaller than 12 in expectation for class F.
Realizable vs agnostic settings. In PAC learning, the realizable setting refers to the special
case where the model class F is guaranteed to contain a model that is consistent with all the data
(i.e., the model achieves a loss of zero on the data distribution), while the more general setting where
a perfect model may not exist is called the agnostic case. The sample complexities for learning a
model with excess risk  (e.g., with probability 0.99) are the same (up to constant factors) for the
realizable and agnostic settings when  = Ω(1)—both are linear in the VC dimension of the model
class. In contrast, this is not the case for the selective learning setting; when the data sequence is
guaranteed to be consistent with some model in L, there exists a simple algorithm that achieves an
O(log |L|/n) excess risk. This gives an exponential improvement in terms of the dependence on n
over the bounds for the general agnostic setting that scale as 1/ polylog(n). We prove the following
proposition in Appendix D.2.
Proposition 8. For the selective learning problem, under the promise that there exists a model
∗
`∗ ∈ L such
 that ` (zi ) = 0 for every i ∈ [n], there is an algorithm with expected excess risk of
O logn|L| .
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2

The Hybrid Exponential Weights Algorithm

We introduce a new algorithm for selective learning, termed the hybrid exponential weights algorithm, and prove Theorem 1. Recall that U(S) denotes the uniform distribution over set S.
Algorithm 3: Hybrid Exponential Weights
Input: Model class L = {`1 , `2 , . . . , `|L| } and online access to data sequence z ∈ Z n .
Parameters ∆ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , blog2 nc}, η > 0.
1 k ← blog2 nc; Draw w ∼ U({20 , 21 , . . . , 2k−∆ }); W ← 2∆ · w;
2 Draw i1 ∼ U([2k /W ]); t0 ← (i1 − 1) · W ;
3 Draw i2 ∼ U([2∆ ]); t ← t0 + (i2 − 1) · w;
4 Observe z1 , z2 , . . . , zt ;
1 Pt
5 for i = 1, 2, . . . , |L| do ui ← w
j=t0 +1 `i (zj ) ;
6 Draw î ∈ [|L|] randomly with probability proportional to exp(−η · ui );
7 Output model `î for interval zt+1 , . . . , zt+w ;
The algorithm first chooses the prediction window length w uniformly at random from all powers
of two between 1 and n/2∆ , and also considers another window length W that is 2∆ times larger.
The actual prediction window is selected by first picking a longer window of length W that starts
at t0 + 1, and then randomly choosing one of the 2∆ shorter windows of length w within the longer
window. The final choice of the model depends solely on the data points within the longer window,
and the probability of choosing a model is negatively exponential in the cumulative loss of the
model within the longer window.
Note that the hybrid exponential weights algorithm is not bounded-recall in the sense of Definition 2. For example, when i2 = 2∆ is chosen, the choice of the model `î depends on the most recent
t − t0 = (2∆ − 1) · w data points, whereas the prediction window only contains w data points. This
difference from the ERM algorithm and Algorithm 1 is crucial for circumventing the lower bound
result against bounded-recall learners in Theorem 4.
The following lemma defines a sequence of quantities L0 , L1 , . . . , Lk such that Li represents
the average learnability of the data sequence at timescale 2i . More formally, Li is defined by
partitioning the first 2k data points into 2k−i disjoint blocks of size 2i , and then calculating the
expected minimum loss (among model class L) over a randomly chosen block. Then, the lemma
relates the expected excess risk incurred by the algorithm conditioning on w = 2i to the gap between
Li and Li+∆ .
Lemma 9. Fix a model class L and a data sequence z ∈ Z n . Let k = blog2 nc. For i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k},

1 P2k−i
1 P2i
define Li := 2k−i
j=1 min`∈L 2i
j 0 =1 ` z(j−1)·2i +j 0 . Then, the expected excess risk incurred
by Algorithm 3 conditioning on w = 2i is at most (Li+∆ − Li ) +
p
p
η = 8 ln |L|/2∆ , the above is (Li+∆ − Li ) + ln |L|/2∆+1 .

ln |L|
η·2∆

+ η8 . In particular, for

The proof of the lemma relies on the following observation: conditioning on the choice of w and
t0 , the behavior of Algorithm 3 is the same as that of the classic exponential weights algorithm
(e.g., [MRT18, Figure 8.5]) on a hypothetical instance of the experts problem with 2∆ time steps and
|L| experts. Each single time step in the experts problem instance corresponds to w contiguous
data points in the original sequence. This justifies the name “hybrid exponential weights”: the
algorithm essentially simulates the exponential weights algorithm at a randomly chosen timescale
w.
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Proof. Let random variable X denote the average loss of the model chosen by Algorithm 3 over the
prediction window, and let Y be the minimum possible average loss among all models in L over
the window. The expected excess risk is then E [X − Y ] = E [X] − E [Y ]. We claim that for each




|L|
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k − ∆}: (1) E Y |w = 2i = Li ; (2) E X|w = 2i ≤ Li+∆ + ln
+ η8 . The lemma
η·2∆
follows immediately from the two claims.
Proof of claim (1). Conditioning on w = 2i , the prediction window spans w time steps: t +
1, t + 2, . . . , t + w, and the stopping time t is chosen as t = (i1 − 1) · W + (i2 − 1) · w. By our
choice of i1 ∼ U([2k /W ]) and i2 ∼ U([2∆ ]), t is uniformly distributed over {0, w, 2w, . . . , 2k − w}.
In other words, the prediction window is uniformly distributed over the 2k /w disjoint blocks of size
w formed by the first 2k time steps. Therefore, the conditional expectation of Y is exactly Li .
Proof of claim (2). Recall that the algorithm draws i1 ∼ U([2k /W ]) and let t0 = (i1 − 1) · W .
We fix the value of i1 (and thus t0 ) and divide the data sequence zt0 +1 , zt0 +2 , . . . , zt0 +W into 2∆
blocks of equal size w = 2i .
Consider a hypothetical instance of the experts problem with time horizon
T = 2∆ and N = |L|
1 Pw
0
experts. The loss incurred by expert j ∈ [N ] at time t ∈ [T ] is defined as w j 0 =1 `j (zt0 +(t0 −1)·w+j 0 ),
i.e., the average loss of model `j over the t0 -th block. Suppose that we run the exponential weights
algorithm with parameter η. Then, the weight of the j-th expert at time t0 is equal to




0 −1
t0 +(t0 −1)·w
tX
w
X
X
1
1
exp −η ·
`j (zt0 +(t00 −1)·w+j 0 ) = exp −η ·
`j (zj 0 ) .
w
w
00
0
0
t =1

j =1

j =t0 +1

Note that this is proportional to the distribution from which Algorithm 3 chooses the model when
i2 = t0 . Therefore, the expected loss of the chosen model conditioning on w = 2i and the value of i1
is exactly the same as the expected average loss incurred by the exponential weights algorithm in
the hypothetical instance over the 2∆ steps. The performance guarantee of the exponential weights
algorithm (e.g., [MRT18, Theorem 8.6]) then implies that this loss is at most
min
`∈L

W
W
 ln N
 ln |L|
1 X
η
1 X
η
` zt0 +j 0 +
` zt0 +j 0 +
+ = min
+ .
∆
`∈L W 0
W 0
ηT
8
η·2
8
j =1

j =1

Finally, note that t0 is uniformly distributed over {0, W, . . . , 2k − W }. Taking the expectation over
the random choice of i1 , the first term above becomes Li+∆ , which proves the claim.
Theorem 1 follows immediately from Lemma 9: Since w is chosen uniformly at random from
the gap Li+∆ −
pLi is small in expectation. Furthermore, we can balance the
expected gap and the regret term ln |L|/2∆+1 by choosing ∆ appropriately.

{20 , 21 , . . . , 2k−∆ },

Proof of Theorem 1. Since Algorithm 3 draws w uniformly at random from {20 , 21 , . . . , 2k−∆ }, by
Lemma 9 and the law of total expectation, the expected excess risk of the algorithm is at most

k−∆
q
X
1
(Li+∆ − Li ) + ln |L|/2∆+1
k−∆+1
i=0
!
r
r
P∆−1
Pk
ln |L|
log |L|
∆
i=0 Li −
i=k−∆+1 Li
=
+
=O
+
k−∆+1
2∆+1
log n
2∆
10

p
assuming that η = 8 ln |L|/2∆ . Here the second step follows from the observation that Li ∈ [0, 1]
and k = Θ(log n). Therefore, for some ∆ = Θ(log log |L|+log log n), the hybrid exponential weights
algorithm achieves the desired upper bound.

3

A Near-Optimal Bounded-Recall Algorithm

In this section, we analyze the excess risk of the bounded-recall exponential weights algorithm
(Algorithm 1) and prove Theorem 3. Recall that Algorithm 1 is associated with a parameter α > 0
that controls the exponential weights of the models. The proof starts by decomposing the excess
risk into three parts. At an intuitive level, the first term can be regarded as a “generalization
gap”, which increases as α gets larger (i.e., the algorithm becomes more aggressive). The key
analytical idea in our proof is that because of the choice of probability distribution induced by
exponential weights, this term is closely related to a Bregman divergence, and can be analyzed
using Theorem 5. The second term measures the optimization error, which would be large if
the algorithm is overly conservative (i.e., α is too small). Its analysis involves noting that the
exponential probabilities from the algorithm induce a sort of subexponential tail phenomenon, so
this term behaves like the maximum of |L| subexponential random variables. The last term can
be upper bounded independently of α. We will upper bound the expectation of each part by a
function of α, and plug in the optimal choice of α in the end.
Proof of Theorem 3. Fix a model class L and a data sequence z ∈ Z n . Define u, v ∈ [0, 1]|L| as
follows:
0
0
2k −1
2k −1
1 X
1 X
ui := k0 −1
`i (zt+i ), vi := k0 −1
`i (zt+2k0 −1 +i ),
2
2
i=1

i=1

i.e., u denotes the average losses of the models on the observed data sequence immediately before
the prediction window (“empirical error”), while v denotes the average losses on the prediction
|L|
window (“test error”).
PLet Pu ∈ R denote the probability distribution defined by u and α > 0,
|L|
−αuj . Let v
i.e., Pu (i) = e−αui /
min := mini∈[|L|] vi denote the minimum possible loss on
j=1 e
the prediction window, and define umin similarly. Note that here u, v, umin , vmin are all random
variables induced by the randomness in the algorithm.
The excess risk of the learner can be decomposed into three terms as follows:
|L|
X
i=1

Pu (i)(vi − vmin ) =

|L|
X

Pu (i)(vi − ui ) +

i=1

|L|
X

Pu (i)(ui − umin ) +

i=1

|L|
X

Pu (i)(umin − vmin ).

i=1

P

|L| −αxi
The first term. Consider the log-sum-exp function f (x) := ln
e
. Note that since
i=1
each xi ∈ [0, 1], f (x) takes value between ln |L| − α and ln |L| and is thus α-bounded. It is wellknown that f is convex, and its gradient is given by ∇f (x) = −αPx , so the Bregman divergence
Df (v, u) can be written as
>

Df (v, u) = f (v) − f (u) − ∇f (u) (v − u) = f (v) − f (u) + α

|L|
X
i=1

11

Pu (i)(vi − ui ).

Thus, the first term is upper bounded by
|L|
X

Pu (i)(vi − ui ) =

i=1

Df (u, v) + Df (v, u) + |f (u) − f (v)|
Df (v, u) + f (u) − f (v)
≤
,
α
α

(1)

where the second step follows from the non-negativity of Bregman divergence. We prove in
Appendix D.1 that f is (4α)-self-concordant
as defined in Definition 5, so Theorem 5 implies


α(α+1)
E [Df (u, v) + Df (v, u)] ≤ O log n . To upper bound the expectation of |f (u) − f (v)|, we consider a family of functions f1P
, f2 , . . . , fn where fm : Z w → R is defined as fm (ẑ1 , ẑ2 , . . . , ẑm ) = −f (x)
for x ∈ R|L| where xi = w1 w
j=1 `i (ẑj ). In words, fm maps w labeled data points to the negated
function value of f on the loss vector defined by the models and the w labeled examples. Since f is
convex, it is easy to verify that (f1 , f2 , . . . , fm ) is concatenation-concave in the sense of Definition
5 in [QV19]. Thus, as f takes value in an interval of length α, after shifting and
 scaling
 f by 1/α,
p
α
2
Theorem 6 in [QV19] implies that E [|f (u) − f (v)|] ≤ E [(f (u) − f (v)) ] ≤ O √log n . Therefore,
it follows from (1) that






|L|
X
α(α + 1)
α
1
α
1
+√
+√
=O
.
E
Pu (i)(vi − ui ) ≤ · O
α
log n
log n
log
n
log
n
i=1
The second term. Note thatthe second
term only depends on u. We will show that for any

u ∈ R|L| , the term is at most O logα|L| . The same bound then holds for any distribution over u.
n
o
For fixed u ∈ R|L| , let I = i ∈ [|L|] : ui − umin ≤ 2 lnα|L| and J = [|L|] \ I. Then, we have
X

Pu (i)(ui − umin ) ≤

i∈I

X

Pu (i) ·

i∈I

2 ln |L|
2 ln |L|
≤
.
α
α

Moreover, for each i ∈ J, we have
Pu (i)(ui − umin ) ≤

e−αui
2 ln |L|
2 ln |L|
· (ui − umin ) ≤ e−α·2 ln |L|/α ·
=
.
−αu
min
e
α
α|L|2

The second step follows from the monotonicity of x 7→ e−αx · x on (1/α, +∞) and that 2 ln |L|/α ≥
1/α for |L| ≥ 2. Putting the two parts together, we obtain
|L|
X
i=1

2 ln |L|
2 ln |L|
Pu (i)(ui − umin ) ≤
+ |L| ·
≤O
α
α|L|2



log |L|
α


.

The third term. The last term reduces to umin − vmin , which is upper bounded by |umin − vmin |.
This is exactly the absolute loss for predicting the learnability function in selective prediction
setting. Since learnability is concatenation-concave and takes value in [0, 1], it follows from Theorem
6 in [QV19] and Jensen’s inequality that


p
1
2
.
E [umin − vmin ] ≤ E [(umin − vmin ) ] ≤ O √
log n
p

Combining the three terms and setting α = Θ
log n · log |L| yields the upper bound.
12
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A

Proof of the General Lower Bound

We start with the following lemma, which states that if the length of the prediction window is
restricted to a short range, the learner has to incur an Ω(1) excess risk in expectation.
Lemma 10. Let n, m, l, r be integers that satisfy 1 ≤ l ≤ r ≤ n and r/l = O(log m). For any
selective learning algorithm that always picks a window length in [l, r], there exists an instance with
sequence length n and |L| = m on which the learner incurs an Ω(1) excess risk.
Remark 11. Before proving Lemma 10, we remark that to construct an instance of selective learning with m models and n data points, it suffices to specify m binary sequences a(1) , a(2) , . . . , a(m) ∈
(i)
{0, 1}n . This is because we can always construct an instance as follows to ensure `i (zj ) = aj for
each (i, j) ∈ [m] × [n]:
• The instance space and label space are X = {0, 1}m and Y = {0, 1}.
• The loss function is the binary loss `(ŷ, y) = I [ŷ 6= y].
• The model class is F = {f1 , f2 , . . . , fm } where fi (x) = xi for any x ∈ X .
(i)

• The j-th data point (xj , yj ) is defined such that the i-th bit of xj is aj , and yj = 0.
(i)

Then, the loss of fi on (xj , yj ) is `(fi (xj ), yj ) = fi (xj ), i.e., the i-th bit of xj , which is exactly aj .
Proof of Lemma 10. We will consider a distribution over instances, and show that the algorithm
incurs a constant excess risk on a random instance from the distribution. Then, the lemma follows from an averaging argument. In light of Remark 11, we construct the instance by randomly
generating m sequences independently as follows. We partition the time horizon 1, 2, . . . , n into
4n/l blocks of length l/4. Each block consists of l/4 copies of the same random bit drawn from
{0, 1} uniformly and independently. Equivalently, each binary sequence is constructed by sampling
a random sequence from {0, 1}4n/l and duplicating each bit (l/4) times.
Now we analyze the excess risk of the algorithm on a randomly generated instance. Suppose
that the learner picks a window length w ∈ [l, r] and a model `î . We say that the learner has
observed a block if it has seen at least one data point in that block. Since each block is of length
l/4 and w ≥ l, the prediction window contains at most l/4 − 1 ≤ w/4 data points in the observed
blocks. By construction, the loss of `î on each of the other ≥ 3w/4 data points is a uniformly
random bit, even after conditioning on the observations so far. Thus, the average loss of `î over
3
the prediction window is at least 12 · 3w/4
w = 8 in expectation.
On the other hand, there are at most w/(l/4) ≤ 4r/l unobserved blocks in the prediction
window. Thus, for each of the m − 1 models other than `î , with probability at least 2−4r/l , the
losses of the model on those unobserved blocks are zero, which implies that its average loss over
the prediction window is at most (l/4 − 1)/w ≤ 41 . Since we assumed that r/l = O(log m), as long
15

1
. Since the sequences are
as the constant in O(·) is sufficiently small, it holds that 2−4r/l ≥ m−1
1
m−1
−1
independent, with probability at least 1 − (1 − m−1 )
≥ 1 − e = Ω(1), at least one of the other
m − 1 models satisfy the condition above. Conditioning on this, the excess risk of the chosen model
`î is at least 38 − 14 = Ω(1). This proves of the Ω(1) lower bound.

Using Lemma 10, we prove the first case of Theorem 2 (in which the algorithm is non-adaptive)
by constructing multiple hard instances for different sub-intervals of [1, n].
Proof of Theorem 2, Case (1). Fix some parameter c = Θ(log m) with the same hidden constant
as in Lemma 10. Consider the k = dlogc ne intervals [1, c], [c, c2 ], . . . , [ck−1 , ck ]. Since the algorithm
is non-adaptive and always picks a window length in [1, n], it can be viewed as the mixture of k
sub-algorithms, where the i-th sub-algorithm has a probability of pi and always chooses a window
length in [ci−1 , ci ]. More formally, the non-adaptive algorithm is equivalent to randomly picking
i ∈ [k] according to p1 , p2 , . . . , pk and then running the i-th sub-algorithm.

n
o
log m
Note that there exists i ∈ [k] such that pi ≥ k1 = dlog1 ne = Ω min loglog
,
1
. By Lemma 10,
n
c
there exists an instance on which the i-th sub-algorithm incurs a constant loss. Therefore, the
expected loss of the original algorithm on the same instance is at least



log log m
,1
.
pi · Ω(1) = Ω min
log n

The second case of Theorem 2 is proved by constructing |L| independent sequences of losses, such
that each loss sequence is sufficiently anti-concentrated at all timescales. This can be accomplished
using a variant of the lower bound construction in [QV19, Section 2.3]: Assume that n = 2k for
some integer k and consider a full binary tree T with 2k leaves and k + 1 levels numbered 0, 1, . . . , k
from top to bottom. We label each node of T with a value in [0, 1] using the following procedure:
• The value of a node in level j is either

1
2

+

j
4k

or

1
2

−

j
4k .

In particular, the root is labeled 12 .

• For each node v with parent u, conditioning on the value of u, the expected value of v is equal
to the value of u.
j
1
Equivalently, conditioning on that the parent is labeled 12 + j−1
4k , the child takes value 2 + 4k with
j
1
1
probability 1 − 2j
, and 21 − 4k with probability 2j
; the two probabilities are switched if the parent

has value 12 − j−1
4k . Note that the values on every root-to-leaf path in T form a martingale.
For each edge between a node v and its parent u, we say that the edge is a flip, if u and v
are assigned values that are on the opposite sides of 1/2. Then, if node v is in the j-th level, the
1
1 1
probability of a flip is exactly 2j
∈ [ 2k
, 2 ].
Given a randomly labeled tree T generated as above, we define a binary sequence of length
n = 2k using T as follows. We first number the leaves of T with 1, 2, . . . , 2k in the natural way,
such that for every internal node, every leaf in its left subtree has a smaller number than every leaf
in the right subtree does. For each i ∈ [2k ], we look at the value p of the leaf with number i, and
the i-th bit of the sequence will be an independent sample from the Bernoulli distribution with
parameter p. The binary sequence is obtained by concatenating these n independent bits. Let Dn
denote the probability distribution over {0, 1}n that is implicitly defined by the above procedure.
Now we are ready to prove the second case of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2, Case (2). Let a(1) , a(2) , . . . , a(m) be m independent samples from Dn , and let
Ti denote the labeled binary tree that corresponds to a(i) . By Remark 11, we can construct a model
(i)
class L = {`1 , . . . , `m } and data sequence z ∈ Z n such that `i (zj ) is equal to aj , the j-th bit of
the i-th string.
Suppose that a selective learning algorithm, when running on the instance defined as above,
stops after t steps and chooses model `î for the next w data points. We will prove the following
stronger result: conditioning on every possible triple
expectation of the
 (t,nw, î), the conditional
o
log log |L|
excess risk incurred by the algorithm is at least Ω min
. In the following, we will
log n , 1
assume that t ≥ 1; the case that t = 0 can be handled similarly.
Observed nodes and critical nodes. For each node in each of the full binary trees T1 , T2 , . . . , Tm ,
we say that the node is observed if at least one of the leaves among its descendants has a number
at most t; otherwise the node is unobserved. Intuitively, given the first t entries of a(i) , the learner
may have a good knowledge about the value of each observed node in Ti , whereas the value of each
unobserved node is still sufficiently random.
Furthermore, we say that a node is critical if the following two conditions hold: (1) the node
itself is unobserved but its parent is observed; (2) among the descendants of the node, there is
a leaf numbered between t + 1 and t + w. The first condition guarantees that the value of each
critical node has a decent chance of dropping below 1/2, even conditioning on the observations in
the first t time steps. The second condition guarantees that the value of each critical node affects
the average of the sequence within the prediction window.
Decompose the prediction window. The prediction window corresponds to w consecutive
leaves numbered t + 1 through t + w. Since all these w leaves are unobserved and the root is
observed as long as t ≥ 1, each of the w leaves has a unique ancestor that is critical. We can group
these w leaves based on their critical ancestors: let v1 , v2 , . . . , vq be the q critical nodes sorted in
the ascending order of their levels. Let di be the level of vi , and let ni be the number of leaves
numbered between t + 1 and t + w in the subtree rooted at vi . See Figure 1 for an example of this
decomposition.
We have the following observations:
• No two critical nodes are in the same level, so 1 ≤ d1 < d2 < · · · < dq ≤ k and thus q ≤ k.
• For each i ≥ 2, ni = 2k−di . In other words, every leaf in the subtrees rooted at v2 , v3 , . . . , vq
is numbered between t + 1 and t + w.
• n1 + n2 + · · · + nq = w, i.e., the critical nodes define a partition of the w leaves.
Furthermore, the first two observations imply that n3 + n4 + · · · + nq ≤ n2 /2 + n2 /4 + · · · < n2 .
Together with the third observation, this implies max(n1 , n2 ) ≥ w/3, i.e., at least one critical node
(either v1 or v2 ) covers a constant fraction of the w leaves.
Lower bound the average loss of `î . Now we give a lower bound on the expected average loss
of the chosen model `î over the prediction window [t+1, t+w]. By our construction of the sequence,
conditioning on the values of the critical nodes in Tî , the first t entries of a(î) are independent of
(î)

(î)

entries at+1 through at+w . Furthermore, for each t0 ∈ [t + 1, t + w], conditioning on the value of
17

Figure 1: An example of the decomposition with k = 3, t = 1 and w = 6. The shaded nodes are
observed. v1 , v2 , v3 are the critical nodes, with (d1 , d2 , d3 ) = (1, 2, 3) and (n1 , n2 , n3 ) = (3, 2, 1).
the critical node vi that is an ancestor of leaf t0 , the expectation of `î (zt0 ) is exactly the value of
di
, we conclude that the
vi . Finally, recalling that every node in level di is assigned with value 21 ± 4k
expected average loss of `î over the entire prediction window is at least


q
X
1
ni
di
.
·
−
w
2 4k
i=1

Good events for the remaining m − 1 models. On the other hand, we will show that with
probability Ω(1), at least one of the other m − 1 models achieves a considerably lower average loss.
Let j ∗ be the index j ∈ [q] that maximizes nj . Recall that we proved nj ∗ ≥ w/3. Let ∆ ≥ 1 be a
parameter to be determined later. For each i ∈ [m] \ {î}, define Ei as the event that the following
conditions hold simultaneously:
• Every critical node vj is assigned value

1
2

−

dj
4k

in Ti .

• For every node v that has level at most dj ∗ + ∆ and is a descendant of vj ∗ , v is assigned a
value less than 21 in Ti .
• Furthermore, if dj ∗ + ∆ > k, the t0 -th bit of sequence a(i) is zero as long as the leaf with
number t0 is a descendant of vj ∗ .
Let E be the union of the events {Ei : i ∈ [m] \ {î}}. We will show that: (1) conditioning on E,
∆
the excess risk is at least Ω(min{ log
n , 1}); (2) for some ∆ ≥ Ω(log log |L|), event E happens with
probability Ω(1). These two claims together immediately imply the theorem.
Excess risk is high conditioning on E. We first consider the case that dj ∗ + ∆ > k. Whenever
Ei happens for some i 6= î, the first condition of Ei guarantees that in Ti , the leaves of each subtree
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d
n
rooted at vj contributes at most wj · 12 − 4kj to the average loss of `i in expectation. Furthermore,
the third condition of Ei implies that the subtree rooted at vj ∗ contributes exactly zero to the average
loss. Thus, the expected excess risk conditioning on Ei is at least





q
X
X nj  1
nj
nj ∗
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1 1
1
1 dj ∗
−
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·
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·
−
·
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w
2 4k
w
2 4k
w
2
4k
3 4
∗
j=1
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n
d
Similarly, when dj ∗ + ∆ ≤ k, every subtree rooted at vj for j 6= j ∗ still contributes wj · 21 − 4kj to
the expected average loss. On the other hand, the second condition implies that every descendant
d ∗ +∆
of vj ∗ at level dj ∗ + ∆ is assigned value 12 − j 4k . Thus, the expected excess risk is lower bounded
by






nj ∗
nj ∗ ∆
nj ∗
1 dj ∗
1 dj ∗ + ∆
1 ∆
∆
−
=
.
·
−
·
−
·
≥ ·
=Ω
w
2
4k
w
2
4k
w 4k
3 4k
log n
∆
Combining these two cases proves the Ω(min{ log
n , 1}) bound that we claimed.

Event E happens with a good probability. Now we turn to lower bounding Pr [Ei ] for each
i. By our construction of the node values, every critical node gets a value below 21 with probability
1
at least 2k
, regardless of the value of its parent. Recalling that q ≤ k, the first condition of Ei
happens with probability at least (2k)−k . Furthermore, conditioning on that the first condition
holds, the second condition holds if there are no flips within the top ∆ levels in the subtree rooted
at vj ∗ . Recall that a flip happens with probability at most 12 , and note that there are at most
∆
2 · (2∆ − 1) such edges. Thus, the second condition holds with probability at least 2−2·(2 −1) .
Finally, conditioning on that the first two conditions hold simultaneously, the last condition holds
if each of the 2k−dj ∗ ≤ 2∆ samples from the Bernoulli distribution with parameter 1/4 turns out to
∆
be zero. This happens with probability at least (3/4)2 . Therefore, we have
∆ −1)

Pr [Ei ] ≥ (2k)−k · 2−2·(2

∆

· (3/4)2 .

1
If we choose ∆ such that Pr [Ei ] ≥ m−1
, the probability of E would be lower bounded by



m−1
\
1
Ei  ≥ 1 − 1 −
1 − Pr 
≥ 1 − 1/e = Ω(1)
m−1
i∈[m]\{î}

as desired. Note that
Pr [Ei ] ≥

1
∆
∆
⇐= (2k)k · 22(2 −1) · (4/3)2 ≤ m − 1
m−1


m−1
∆
⇐= 3 · 2 ≤ log2
.
(2k)k

Moreover, since we assumed that m ≥ nω(log log n) while (2k)k = nO(log log n) , for sufficiently large n
√
m−1
we have (2k)
m. Then,
k ≥


√
1
1
∆
Pr [Ei ] ≥
⇐= 3 · 2 ≤ log2 m ⇐= ∆ ≤ log2
log2 m .
m−1
6
In other words, we can take ∆ = Ω(log log |L|) for Pr [Ei ] ≥
second claim and thus the theorem.
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1
m−1

to be satisfied. This proves the

B

Proof of the Bounded-Recall Lower Bound

Proof of Theorem 4. Without loss of generality, we assume that both n and m are powers of two,
m ≤ n, and let k = log2 n. Fix a bounded-recall algorithm for selective learning, and let w
denote the length of the prediction window chosen by the algorithm. Since every bounded-recall
algorithm is also non-adaptive, the window length w is independent of the actual data sequence.
Let I1 = [21 , 22 ), I2 = [22 , 23 ), . . . , Ik−1 = [2k−1 , 2k ) be a partition of [2, n), and let pi be the
probability that w ∈ Ii .
Existence of large pi ’s. We assume without loss of generality that p1 + p2 + · · · + pk−1 ≥ 1/2;
otherwise, we have either Pr [w = 1] ≥ 1/4 or Pr [w = n] ≥ 1/4, and we will address these corner
cases at the end of the proof. Under this assumption, it is clear that there exist log2 m different
indices k1 , k2 , . . . , klog2 m ∈ [k − 1] such that pk1 + pk2 + · · · + pklog2 m ≥ log2k2 m , i.e., with a good
Slog m
probability, the window length w falls into the union of log2 m intervals i=12 Iki .
Block-based construction of strings. By Remark 11, we can construct the selective learning
instance by generating m = |L| number sequences a(1) , . . . , a(m) ∈ {0, 1}n . Then, there always exists
(i)
an instance where `i (zj ) is exactly aj , i.e., the binary string a(i) denotes the losses of `i on the
n data points. We will consider the following k + 1 distributions over {0, 1}n : D0 , D1 , D2 , . . . , Dk .
Each distribution Di is defined by the following procedure: generate n/2i independent random
bits and form a length-n string by repeating each bit 2i times. In other words, each sample from
Di consists of blocks of size 2i , and each block consists of 2i copies of the same random bit. In
particular, D0 is the uniform distribution over {0, 1}n , while Dk is uniform over {00 · · · 00, 11 · · · 11}.
The hard instance. The hard instance against the fixed bounded-recall learner will be constructed by taking a few independent strings from some of the Di ’s and then randomly permuting
the sequences. Specifically, the m strings consists of the following:
• m/2 independent strings drawn from Dk1 −1 .
• m/4 independent strings drawn from Dk2 −1 .
• ···
• One string drawn from Dklog2 m −1 .
• One string that consists of n zeros.
Indeed, there are m/2 + m/4 + · · · + 1 + 1 = m strings in total. Finally, these m strings are
randomly permuted such that the learner cannot tell in advance the distribution from which each
a(i) is drawn. In the following, we will show that whenever the chosen window length w falls into
some Iki (i ∈ [log2 m]), the expected excess risk is Ω(1). This immediately

proves that the overall

expected excess risk is at least (pk1 + pk2 + · · · + pklog2 m ) · Ω(1) = Ω
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log |L|
log n

.

Excess risk is high whenever a bad string is chosen. Suppose that the window length w
falls into Iki = [2ki , 2ki +1 ). In this case, we say that each of the m strings is “bad”, if it is drawn
from either of Dk1 −1 , Dk2 −1 , . . . , Dki −1 ; otherwise the string is “good”. Note that there are exactly
m/2i good strings.
We claim that, conditioning on that the algorithm chooses a bad string, it incurs an expected
excess risk of Ω(1). To see this, note that if we choose a bad string from Dk0 for some k 0 ≤ ki −1, the
0
string consists of blocks of size 2k ≤ 2ki −1 ≤ w/2. Thus, at least half of the bits in the prediction
window have not been observed, and are thus uniformly distributed over {0, 1} even conditioning on
the previous observations. It follows that the expected loss of the chosen model over the prediction
window is at least 12 · 21 = 14 . On the other hand, since one of the m strings is the all-zero string, the
best achievable loss over the window is 0. This shows that the expected excess risk conditioning on
choosing a bad string is at least 1/4 = Ω(1).
In the rest of the proof, we will show that the probability of choosing a bad string is also Ω(1).
The intuition behind this is that there are exactly m/2i good strings, yet there are also m/2i bad
strings that are drawn from Dki −1 . Since the bounded-recall learner only sees the most recent
w < 2ki +1 entries of the sequences, there is a decent chance that each such bad string “looks like” a
good string, and thus it is impossible to distinguish these bad strings from the good ones perfectly.
Classify the good strings. Let M = m/2i denote both the number of good strings, which is
also the number of strings drawn from Dki −1 . Suppose that the bounded-recall algorithm chooses
the model based on the most recent w entries t − w + 1, t − w + 2, . . . , t of the sequences. We
will show that, only given these w < 2ki +1 entries, it is impossible to identify a good string with
probability 1 − o(1). We start by classifying the good strings into at most four types:
• Type 0: The single all-zero string, in which the observed entries are always w zeros.
• Type 1: The strings drawn from some Dk0 such that the interval [t − w + 1, t] intersects only
0
0
0
one block of size 2k , i.e., b(t − w)/2k c = b(t − 1)/2k c. In this case, the w observed entries
of the string are either all zeros or all ones, with equal probability.
• Type 2: The strings drawn from some Dk0 such that the interval [t−w +1, t] intersects exactly
0
0
0
two blocks of size 2k . This happens if and only if b(t − w)/2k c and b(t − 1)/2k c differ by
one. In this case, the w observed bits contain two parts (of possibly different lengths), and
each part consists of the same random bit.
• Type 3: The strings drawn from some Dk0 such that the interval [t−w +1, t] intersects exactly
0
three blocks of size 2k . This can only happen if k 0 = ki .
For instance, suppose that ki = 2, w = 6 ∈ [4, 8) and t = 9, so that the most recent 6 entries are
those with indices 4 through 9. Then, each good string a ∼ D4 consists of blocks of length 16,
and the interval [4, 9] only intersects the first block. Thus, each such string is of Type 1. Each
good string a ∼ D3 is of Type 2, and the observed window (a4 , . . . , a9 ) is identically distributed as
(b1 , b1 , b1 , b1 , b1 , b2 ) where b1 and b2 are independent random bits. Furthermore, every good string
a ∼ D2 is of Type 3, and the observed bits follow the distribution of (b1 , b2 , b2 , b2 , b2 , b3 ) for random
bits b1 , b2 , b3 .
The crucial observation is that, for each of the M bad strings sampled from Dki −1 , since
w < 2ki +1 = 4 · 2ki −1 , the observed window of length w intersects at most 4 blocks of length 2ki −1 .
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Thus, for each j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, there exists some event Ej that happens with probability 2−4 = Ω(1)
such that conditioning on Ej , the observed w bits in the bad string is identically distributed as
those in a good string of Type j. More concretely, let E0 be the event that every size-2ki −1 block
that intersects [t − w + 1, t] consists of zeros. Then, Pr [E0 ] ≥ 2−4 and conditioning on E0 , this bad
string is indistinguishable from the all-zero good string of Type 0. Similarly, we can define E1 as the
event that all the relevant size-2ki −1 blocks receive the same bit, and the conditional distribution
of the observed window is also identical to that of a Type 1 good string.
Lower bound the probability of choosing a bad string. Therefore, we can partition the M
bad strings from Dki −1 into four groups numbered 0, 1, 2, 3, each consisting of M/4 strings. For each
j ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, let mj be the number of good strings of Type j, and let random variable m0j be the
number of bad strings
Dki −1 for which the event Ej happens. Our previous
h from
i
h observation
i implies

that for every j, E m0j ≥ (M/4)·2−4 = M/64. By Markov’s inequality, Pr m0j ≥ M/128 ≥ 1/32.

Since the four groups of strings are independent, it holds with probability 1/324 = Ω(1) that
m00 , . . . , m03 are all at least M/128. Let pj be the probability that the algorithm chooses a particular
Type j string. This is well-defined because the strings are randomly permuted and all Type j strings
are indistinguishable. It also holds that the algorithm would choose each of the m0j bad strings
with probability exactly pj . Therefore, we have
3
X

pj (mj + m0j ) ≤ 1.

j=0

Then, the probability of choosing a good string is upper bounded by
3
X
j=0

pj mj =

3
X
j=0

3

pj (mj + m0j ) ·

X
mj
1
128
≤
= 1 − Ω(1),
pj (mj + m0j ) ≤
0
mj + mj
1 + 1/128
129
j=0

where the second step follows from mj ≤ M and m0j ≥ M/128. This proves that a bad string is
chosen with probability at least Ω(1), which in turn implies the desired lower bound.
Handle the w = 1 and w = n cases. Finally, we take care of the corner cases where either
w = 1 or w = n holds with probability Ω(1). In the former case, consider an instance formed by m
independent strings from D0 . Then, regardless of the previous observations, the loss of each model
on the next data point is a random bit, so the expected loss of the chosen model is 1/2. On the
other hand, as long as m ≥ 2, the expected minimum loss is 2−m ≤ 1/4 and thus the excess risk is
Ω(1) in expectation.
Similarly, for the latter case that w = n, we could consider m strings drawn from Dk . Then,
the average loss of the chosen model over the whole horizon is either 0 or 1 with equal probability,
while the minimum possible loss is 2−m in expectation. So the expected excess risk is also Ω(1).

C

Generalized Mean Prediction

In this section, we analyze Algorithm 2 and prove Theorem 5. The analysis builds on the following
lemma which bounds the f -loss in terms of the function value of f .
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Lemma 12. For any C1 -self-concordant convex function f : S → R, u, v ∈ S and µ = (u + v)/2,
it holds that Df (u, v) + Df (v, u) ≤ (2C1 + 4)[f (u) + f (v) − 2f (µ)].
Proof. Fix µ = (u + v)/2 and rewrite u = µ + ∆ and v = µ − ∆. Define
g(∆) := (2C1 + 4)[f (u) + f (v) − 2f (µ)] − [Df (u, v) + Df (v, u)]
= (2C1 + 4)[f (µ + ∆) + f (µ − ∆) − 2f (µ)] − 2[∇f (µ + ∆) − ∇f (µ − ∆)]> ∆.
We will prove that ∇g(∆)> ∆ ≥ 0 for any ∆ such that µ + ∆, µ − ∆ ∈ S. Note that this inequality,
together with the mean value theorem, implies that for any valid ∆,
g(∆) = g(0) + ∇g(α∆)> ∆ = g(0) +

1
∇g(α∆)> (α∆) ≥ g(0) = 0
α

holds for some α ∈ (0, 1), which proves the second part of the lemma.
To show that ∇g(∆)> ∆ ≥ 0, we expand the left-hand side into
(2C1 + 2)[∇f (µ + ∆) − ∇f (µ − ∆)]> ∆ − 2∆> [∇2 f (µ + ∆) + ∇2 f (µ − ∆)]∆
1
= (C1 + 1)[∇f (u) − ∇f (v)]> (u − v) − (u − v)> [∇2 f (u) + ∇2 f (v)](u − v).
2
Define h : [0, 1] → R as h(t) = f (v + t(u − v)). Then, ∇g(∆)> ∆ can be further written as
1
(C1 + 1)[h0 (1) − h0 (0)] − [h00 (0) + h00 (1)].
2
Since f is C1 -self-concordant, it holds by definition that |h000 (t)| ≤ C1 h00 (t). Moreover, since f is
convex, h00 (t) is non-negative. By solving the differential inequality, we have h00 (t) ≥ e−C1 t h00 (0). It
then follows that
Z 1
Z 1
1 − e−C1 00
h00 (0)
h0 (1) − h0 (0) =
h00 (t) dt ≥ h00 (0)
e−C1 t dt =
h (0) ≥
.
C1
C1 + 1
0
0
The last step applies the inequality
Therefore, it holds that

1−e−x
x

>

1
1+x

for x > 0. Similarly, we have h0 (1) − h0 (0) ≥

h00 (1)
C1 +1 .

1
∇g(∆)> ∆ = (C1 + 1)[h0 (1) − h0 (0)] − [h00 (0) + h00 (1)]
2


1 h00 (0)
h00 (1)
1
≥ (C1 + 1) ·
+
− [h00 (0) + h00 (1)] = 0,
2 C1 + 1 C1 + 1
2
which completes the proof.
The proof of Theorem 5 is based on an induction similar to the analyses of selective prediction
in [Dru13, QV19].
Proof of Theorem 5. We prove by induction that on any sequence with length 2k and average µ ∈ S,
(µ)
the expected f -loss of Algorithm 2 is at most (4C1 + 8) · fmax −f
, where fmax = supu∈S f (u). As
k
a direct corollary, since f is C0 -bounded, the expected f 
-loss of Algorithm
2 on any sequence of

fmax −f (µ)
C0 (4C1 +8)
C0 (C1 +1)
length n is at most (4C1 + 8) ·
≤ blog nc = O
.
k
log n
2
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Indeed, in the base case k = 1, Algorithm 2 reduces to predicting that x2 equals x1 . By
Lemma 12, the f -loss is given by
Df (x1 , x2 ) + Df (x2 , x1 ) ≤ (2C1 + 4)[f (x1 ) + f (x2 ) − 2f (µ)] ≤ (4C1 + 8)[fmax − f (µ)].
For the inductive step, let u and v denote the averages of the two halves of the sequence. With
probability 1/k, the algorithm predicts that the second half of the sequence has an average of u, and
thus, by Lemma 12, the conditional f -loss is Df (u, v) + Df (v, u) ≤ (2C1 + 4)[f (u) + f (v) − 2f (µ)].
With the remaining probability of 1 − 1/k, the algorithm can be equivalently viewed as randomly
picking one of the two halves of the sequence, and running the same algorithm for sequences of
length 2k−1 . By the inductive hypothesis, the conditional expected value of the f -loss is at most


1
fmax − f (u)
2fmax − f (u) − f (v)
fmax − f (v)
(4C1 + 8) ·
= (2C1 + 4) ·
+ (4C1 + 8) ·
.
2
k−1
k−1
k−1
Therefore, the expected f -loss of the algorithm on the original sequence of length 2k is at most
k−1
2fmax − f (u) − f (v)
fmax − f (µ)
1
(2C1 + 4)[f (u) + f (v) − 2f (µ)] +
(2C1 + 4) ·
= (4C1 + 8) ·
,
k
k
k−1
k
which completes the induction.

D
D.1

Other Omitted Proofs
Missing Proof from Section 3

In the following, we prove that the log-sum-exp function defined as f (x) = ln

P

d
−αxi
i=1 e



for

α > 0 is (4α)-self-concordant over S = [0, 1]d , thus completing the proof of Theorem 3. The proof
is similar to the one in Appendix A.6 of [TDLC15]; we provide the full proof below for completeness.
The only slight difference is that the previous proof works with the 2-norm rather than the infinity
norm.
Proof. Fix x, y ∈ [0, 1]d and define g(t) := f (x + t(y − x)). Fix t ∈ [0, 1] and let ∆ = y − x,
ai = e−α(xi +t∆i ) . It then follows from a direct calculation that
Pd
0
i=1 ai ∆i
g (t) = −α · P
,
d
i=1 ai
P
2
1≤i<j≤d ai aj (∆i − ∆j )
00
2
,
g (t) = α ·
P
( di=1 ai )2
and
P
g 000 (t) = −α3 ·

1≤i<j≤d ai aj (∆i

hP
i
d
− ∆j )2
k=1 ak (∆i + ∆j − 2∆k )
.
P
( di=1 ai )3
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Note that since x, y ∈ [0, 1]d and ∆ = y − x, ∆i ∈ [−1, 1] for each i ∈ [d]. It then follows that
|∆i + ∆j − 2∆k | ≤ 4 for any i, j, k ∈ [d]. Thus, we can bound |g 000 (t)| as follows:
i
hP
P
d
2
a
a
(∆
−
∆
)
a
|∆
+
∆
−
2∆
|
i
j
i
j
k
1≤i<j≤d i j
k=1 k
|g 000 (t)| ≤ α3 ·
Pd
( i=1 ai )3
P

P
d
ai aj (∆i − ∆j )2
4ak
k=1
1≤i<j≤d
≤ α3 ·
= 4αg 00 (t).
Pd
3
( i=1 ai )
Therefore, the log-sum-exp function is 4α-self-concordant over [0, 1]d .

D.2

Missing Proofs from Section 1.4

We start by restating and proving Proposition 7, which states that there exist model classes of a
small VC dimension that cannot be learned in the selective learning setting. While the following
proof constructs an infinite instance space X and an infinite model class F, it is easy to discretize
the interval [0, 1] and work with finite sets X and F of size O(2n ).
Proposition 7 There exists a model class F of VC dimension 1 such that for any sequence length
n, no learning algorithm could achieve an excess risk smaller than 21 in expectation for class F.
Proof. Consider the instance space X = [0, 1] and the family of all threshold functions over X :
F = {fθ : θ ∈ [0, 1]}, where fθ : [0, 1] → {0, 1} is defined as fθ (x) = I [x ≥ θ]. It is easy to verify
that F has a VC dimension of 1.
Now we prove that no learner can achieve a sub-constant excess risk on F. Fix an integer n
and consider the following procedure for generating a random instance of selective learning over F.
Let I1 = [0, 1]. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the i-th data point xi is chosen as the middle point of the
interval Ii , and the label yi is sampled uniformly at random from {0, 1}. Then, the next interval
Ii+1 is defined to make the label yi consistent, i.e., for Ii = [li , ri ], we set Ii+1 = [li , (li + ri )/2] if
yi = 0 and Ii+1 = [(li + ri )/2, ri ] if yi = 1.
By construction, there exists a model in F that is consistent with all the labeled data points
{(xi , yi )}ni=1 ; indeed, one can verify that fθ∗ ∈ F for θ∗ = (ln+1 +rn+1 )/2 would be such a model. On
the other hand, for any learning algorithm (that can be potentially randomized), whenever it makes
a prediction at some time step t, the remaining labels yt+1 , yt+2 , . . . , yn are, by our construction,
uniformly random bits independent of all the observations up to time t. This implies that no matter
how the learner selects the prediction window and the model, the expected loss of the learner is
1
2 . By an averaging argument, there exists an instance of selective learning over F on which the
learner incurs an expected excess risk of at least 12 .
In the following we restate and prove Proposition 8.
Proposition 8 For the selective learning problem, under the promise that there exists a model
∗
`∗ ∈ L such
 that ` (zi ) = 0 for every i ∈ [n], there is an algorithm with expected excess risk of
O logn|L| .
Proof. We consider the following simple learning procedure:
• Sample t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} uniformly at random and observe z1 , z2 , . . . , zt .
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• Among all models in L with a zero loss on each of the observed data, choose a model uniformly
at random.
• Predict that the chosen model works well on the next data point zt+1 , i.e., the prediction
window is of length 1.
For each i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, let mi denote the number of models in L that are consistent with
(i.e., have a zero loss on) the first i data points. By definition, m0 = |L| and mn ≥ 1. Note that
conditioned on that the algorithm picks stopping time t, the probability of incurring a non-zero
loss on zt+1 is exactly 1 − mt+1 /mt . Since the loss is at most 1, the expected excess risk is upper
bounded as follows:
!1/n
n−1
n−1
Y mt+1
1 X mt+1
ln |L|
1−
≤1−
≤ 1 − e− ln |L|/n ≤
.
n
mt
mt
n
t=0

t=0

The first step applies the AM-GM inequality. The second
step
 follows from m0 = |L| and mn ≥ 1.

log |L|
−x
upper bound.
The last step applies e ≥ 1 − x. This proves the O
n
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